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SALES

Practicing members: Anna Couper, Donald Germein, Miriam Hochwald,
Harold Jelfs, Ivan Jose, Robert Kennedy, Thea Popoff, Sifiya Valiyff,
Dianne Vanstone, Paul Whitehead and Richard Marr (rejoined).
Friends: Catherine Kennedy, Linda Ciampa, Matthew Andruchowycz,
Ewa Leydo.

Congratulations to Steve Smart,
Heather Lorenzon, Norma Hunter,
Bev Bills, Tess Leo and Katerina Urban
who each sold one work, and works
by June Molan (4) and Hilda Fehring
(1), were also sold, making a total
of $2,990. Bin sales totalled $960.

Students: Sunny Huang, Jiaguan Liang, Daniel Revesz and Sharon Collins.
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President’s Report
August 2017

Portraits and more portraits! The Society is immersed in
them and we are such a diverse community. Each artist’s
interpretation of the subject is intriguing and the final
product always a subject for discussion and voicing our
diverse opinions. With nearly 250 entries the three
independent judges were given a challenge to select
70 works for exhibition in the RSASA gallery and then
a further 26 works to be shown in the Arkaba and
Kensington Hotels. Of course we do not all agree with
their decisions. But it is what it is! The new sponsors –
Kennedy Arts Foundation and the Hurley Group – have
helped lift the competition and helped us to crack the
publicity barrier. Coverage in print and radio and TV has
definitely put the RSASA on the map Australia wide.
The future for the RSASA looks very positive. There will
be new prizes for both the Portraits of Characters of the
Fleurieu and Youthscape prized exhibitions. It is worth
starting to plan your work now and to encourage your
friends to participate as both events are open to
members and non-members. Remember that criteria
for Portraits of Characters of the Fleurieu is to be
tightened; no longer will works that are really land
or seascapes be accepted. The new venue in Strathalbyn
is smaller than the Goolwa gallery meaning there might
be a size limit for entries.

Nearer to home,
the members’ Spring
Exhibition “New
Life” receiving day is
29 August with the
exhibition open to
the public from 1
September but the
official opening will
be on 10 September
as the 3rd is Father’s Day. If your portrait entry missed
the cut you might decide to submit it for the exhibition
and run the gauntlet of our seven member Selection
Committee who are available to voice their opinion
on works submitted. The portraits created during the
Portrait Prize Exhibition demonstrations will also be on
show during the Spring Exhibition and the sitters will
choose one of their portraits to take home.
Following “New Life” is the Family Exhibition. This is for
members to show a recent work plus works by family
members – these may be recent works or older works by
relations that you treasure. A number of members have
indicated to Director Bev that they will be exhibiting and
there is a feeling that it will be an exciting exhibition.
Vikki Waller FRSASA

COFFEE CUP ART
In 2016 I submitted two designs to Dulwich Bakery
who, in conjunction with SALA, were interested
in featuring South Australian artists on take-away
coffee cups. I was one of about thirty artists who
responded to the idea.
In March 2017, I was advised that my designs had been
accepted along with the work of four other artists and
would be produced on the coffee cups. The launch
occurred in May 2017 at Dulwich Bakery’s Henley
Beach shop.

Coffee cups for Dulwich Bakery
Photo Kaaren Temme

An article in the Advertiser on May 24th highlightied the
works, which are currently featured on souvenir takeaway cups of various sizes at all Dulwich Bakery outlets.
Kaaren Temme FRSASA
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FEATURED ARTIST
Simon Waters FRSASA
Mastery and Experimentation
Simon began his lifelong exploration of photography at
a very early age. His grandfather, Jack Wood, a keen and
proficient amateur photographer belonging to photography clubs and with his own darkroom, taught him how
to process his first roll of film when Simon was just seven.
He encouraged Simon’s interest by giving him his first
camera and nurtured his growing love of photography.

year is a camera with a diorama inside which requires the
viewer to take responsibility for the decision to view it.
Simon is very secretive about what lies inside. At moments
like these, you get a glimpse of his quirky sense of humour.

In his early years, Simon concentrated on landscape
photography and reportage in black and white. He
had a good eye from an early age, noticing repeating
patterns such as a wave shaped sand dune eaten away
by ocean waves.
His work has taken giant leaps in other directions since
those days. Inspired by the work of David Hockney, he uses
multiple photographs to build the one work. and began
photographing series of small moments/images. Individual
works consist of many photos of the one scene or theme,
often overlapping and illustrating a story.

An Alphabetical Journey Through Snowtown
Simon enjoys hand making his own one-off Artist Books.
In An Alphabetical Journey through Snowtown (above),
each page contains an image representing a letter of the
alphabet, which the viewer has to decode.
He also produces Zines (see page 6), as a way of making
his images work as a collective artwork with a broader
concept instead of the single statement of an individual
2D work. He has produced slice books of a piece of fruit,
containing photographs of a fruit in consecutive layers.

Cup of Tea and a Lie Down
He does not confine himself to two-dimensional works or
solely to photography, even though photography is at the
heart of all his works. He is influenced by the work of Man
Ray who used photographs as a tool and for creating art.
Simon places photographic sculpture inside glass jars,
or presents photographs in a concertina form. When the
viewer looks from each side in turn, they see different
images, past and present. This requires careful planning as
key elements must line up. His self-portrait work for this

In “A walk in the Flinders”, he photographs his feet at
various times of the day, and of the walk. Sometimes
Simon likes to see movement in interactive works, such
as displaying photographs as the sails of a windmill.
Other pieces have parts of objects very sharply in focus,
with other adjoining parts very out of focus.

“...using photography as a tool to express
something other than documenting reality“
When he saw the work of Grete Stern, he began using
photography as a tool to express something other than
documenting reality. For example, one work is of a woman
inside a stoppered glass decanter washed up on the beach.
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He explored surrealistic dreamscape art under the
influence of the work of Jerry Uelsman.
“The Examine” (front cover) is based on Simon’s own
spiritual practice. It is based on the spiritual discipline of
St Ignatius for the end of the day, where one thinks
through the day and all that went well and all that did not
go so well, and thinks about how one could have done
better and gives thanks for things that did go well.

He won first prize in the Port Pirie Religious Art Prize in
2006, one of his many art awards, with a minimal colour
print of Jesus on the Cross (see above for a variant of this
work). For me, this work crystallises the modern obsession
with digital observation and social media, often at the
expense of action and thinking about less self-absorbed
and more important issues.
Simon likes to take in the whole feeling of the daily rhythm
about him; preferring to sit while on holiday and watch a
scene change in balance, colour, shading and activity
rhythm. This can be seen in his time lapse pieces which are
often massaged to remove all “distraction” helping the
viewer concentrate on his point of focus in the work. He
often removes objects and colour to greatly reduce the
peripherals and point to the object or concept he wants
to be seen.
He has sketchbooks filled with ideas for future works;
some are ready to go while others are played with and

improved over time. Simon sketches these ideas including
plans for future exhibition layouts. By planning, he should
be able to assume mastery of the technique and so a high
level of craft. He believes that concept is the soul of and
most important factor in the development of an art work.
Simon’s thoughts on his next project are to juxtapose
a set of framed images of different sizes and shapes
together on the same wall. Viewers will become an
integral part of the process by being encouraged to create
their own story through the order in which they choose to
view the components.
Simon has recently felt the need to obtain formal
qualifications, mainly to determine whether there were
any obvious gaps in his knowledge. In doing this, he was
pushed into areas that he would have otherwise avoided.
One such direction was studio photography. Simon is now
completing a Diploma of Photography and Digital Imaging,
which he has thoroughly enjoyed, at the Centre for
Creative Photography .

“...greatly reduce the peripherals and point
to the object or concept he wants “
Despite a very busy life, Simon has still found time for the
RSASA. He has been on the RSASA Council for about seven
years and has been actively involved in setting up the
Carbins Trust as a trustee.
When discussing the vexed question of whether
photography is art, Simon’s answer is “no”, but “that you
can make art with photography.” After seeing the range
of his work, the development and depth of his ideas, his
continual exploration of the field, his mastery and
continual experimentation with techniques and processes,
and the aesthetic qualities in his works, it would be hard
to disagree.
Suzie Fewell

Simon’s amazing studio where he works and teaches photography, printing and landscape.
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EXHIBITION
Creating the Cotemporary Chair
I recently visited the National Gallery Victoria’s exhibition
Creating the Contemporary Chair (March to November,
2017). A single room was devoted to displaying thirty five
chairs produced from the 1980s to the present day,
which have recently been acquired by the gallery through
the support of the Gordon Moffitt gift.
The chairs were so varied. One aspect highlighted in
the show is the connection between innovation and
advances in technology, and chair design. Whereas some
examples such as the Air Chair look fairly standard at first
glance, with simple yet elegant design, this revolutionary
air injected polypropylene design changed the way that
modern plastic chairs are manufactured.
My son naturally loved the most whacky hanging chair,
Fiona Backfish 2015, designed by Porky Hefer. Looking
like a giant killer whale, one would sit on the edge of or
lie inside the mouth surrounded by powerful jaws and
menacing teeth, although the long pink sheepskin tongue
did look very comfortable. The chair is finely crafted from
leather and steel and creates a cubby house like
environment. This provides a stark contrast to the killer
whales themselves which do not even have a
conservation status due to a lack of adequate data.

cushions. At first I thought that these cushions were
designed for practical purposes, that is so that they could
be removed to make the chair suitable for different body
sizes, but this is not the case. I could only imagine sinking
into the comfortable red cushion petals and the slightly
ludicrous idea of a solid unfairy-like person sinking into
a fragile flower.
Another chair that took my fancy was the Original Gravity
Stool 2011, by Jolan van der Wiel. It looks like some
unearthly creature reminiscent of a jellyfish or similar
organism and just as delicate. Van der Wiel invented the
manufacturing tool himself using large magnets to move
metal powder in a polyurethane base. The stool rises up
from the mixture when the magnets are pulled up, with
gravity coming into play. The final result is slightly
unpredictable; each piece is unique giving them some
similarity to individual members of a species.
Suzie Fewell

My favourite was the Rose Armchair 1989, by Masonori
Umeda (see illustration). The design is based on a red
rose with various sets of overlaying double petal-like

ZINES
Zines are my favourite Art Thing at the moment.
A Zine is an artist made magazine that is about a specific
theme and incorporates the artist’s own art, writing and
poetry. It is never commercial work and is always selfpublished and/or hand made.
Zine is a recent artists’ movement for print-makers,
writers, poets and photographers, designed to be shared
widely. It is a way of making art that cannot be used by
galleries and exhibitions. Jerry Uelsmann once said that
“Art is Not a Competitive Sport”!

Exhibitions and prizes in the art world seem to have
developed an alternative ethos and the Zine Art
Movement is a way of undermining that culture.
With a Zine, you have an Art object that can be given and
then kept by someone with all its internal integrity but no
commercial viability. I love it!!!!!!
Simon Waters FRSASA
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WORK IN PROGRESS

Maelstrom by Sheila Whittam
Sheila’s work began with a brief sketch, placing basic shapes, guided by what she
saw and liked, with ideas developing as she worked. At first she concentrated on
light coming through the doorway balanced by the deep shadows on the right, using
indian ink, collaged white and brown paper and yellow card. Then the main focus of
the work, the resigned figure, was drawn in charcoal. Further definition was done in
willow, pastel and dry black gouache. About half way through, the work took on a
life of its own. The place felt very unsettled, hence the title, Maelstrom. Sheila
deliberately leaves her work unfinished in many ways to give viewers a quest to
complete the work themselves in their own way.

BOOK REVIEW
The Artist’s Way
Are you one of those fortunate artists whose creativity
comes bursting out, who can’t wait to tackle your next art
project? Or are you like so many of us for whom
creativity can be a struggle against inertia and self-doubt?
Julia Cameron’s book “The Artist’s Way, A Spiritual Path
to Higher Creativity”, is definitely the book for those with
creative blocks or impediments. It is structured as a week
by week manual with written exercises and “artist dates”
– a time ”committed to nurturing your creative
consciousness, your inner artist” with a “check-in
exercise” at the end of each chapter for self-evaluation.
However, you can also dip in to the book and do the
exercises as they appeal to you.
Cameron discusses “filling the well” of creativity – that
is revitalising the inner artist by “the active pursuit of
images to replenish our artistic endeavours”. Many of the
exercises involve looking back to see how our beliefs and

attitudes have been shaped, and how to modify these in
order to become “able to articulate our own boundaries,
dreams and authentic goals”.
While Cameron discusses the concept of God as a creator
and therefore the wellspring of creativity, God is referred
to as a spiritual rather than a religious force, so the book
is accessible to those with or without religious beliefs.
I found the book well-structured and quite profound,
addressing concepts I would not have been able to put
into words. My main criticism would be that, as a writer,
Cameron has slanted the book heavily towards written
exercises, however I did enjoy these and find them
useful, and did drawings to accompany many of them.
The book is published by Pan, and is available as an online
course and a hard copy starter kit. And to finish with an
inspirational and entertaining margin quotation, this one
from Jean-Jacques Rousseau, “the world of reality has its
limits; the world of the imagination is boundless.”
Jenny Gregson
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Beltana House

Beltana House

THE LAUNCH PARTY
Bev Bills, Robert Kennedy and Vikki Waller

FOR THE RSASA/SALA 3RD BIENNIAL PORTRAIT PRIZE
The very successful fundraiser party, a first for the RSASA, was
held on May 27 at Beltana House, the gallery and home of Cheryl
Bridgart and John Marshman.
150 people attended the event including the President Vikki
Waller, Director Bev Bills, Vice Presidents Jack Condous, Pip
Fletcher and David Braun, judge Chris Orchard and major
sponsor Robert Kennedy.

Peter and Anne Berry, Vikki Waller, Pamela Karran
and Jack Condous

Olga Alves

Jack Condous, Vikki Waller and Ellie

Members of the committee organised and hosted the event which
was very well attended by RSASA members and their many friends
and also our generous sponsors.
Photos by David Baker and Jack Condous
Pamela Karran, Chair, RSASA / SALA 3rd Biennial Portrait Prize

John Marshman and Cheryl Bridgart

Patricia Blucher, right, and Friends

Beltana House
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RSASA PORTRAIT PRIZE
WINNERS 2017
The Winner of the RSASA/SALA $10,000 Kennedy Arts Foundation acquisitive first
prize of $10,000 for 2017 is the Sydney based artist, Kristone Capistrano, with his
charcoal drawing “The Philosopher” (200 x 131 cm). Kristone is an artist, writer,
and visual arts teacher (BA (UNSW), Grad. Dip. Ed. (ACU) and is currently
completing an Honours year at UNSW. He has previously been a finalist in the
Tim Olsen Drawing Prize 2011 and the Loyd Rees Youth Award 2011 amongst
others. He won the Black Swan Portraiture Prize 2011 and the Oxford Art
Supplies Drawing Prize 2008.
The winning drawing is of the Lithuanian-born French philosopher, Emmanual
Levinas. The subject, who died in 1995, spent years in a German prisoner of war
camp, which Kristone has captured brilliantly especially in the gateway to the soul,
his eyes. Kristone has been drawing since he was a child, and remains fascinated
with all aspects of his preferred subjects, people.

Winner Kristone Capistrano with
The Philosopher

The winner of the $5,000 M & M Carbins Youth Artist of under 26 years was
Ellie Noir with her portrait “Bouquet 2” oil, 50 cm diameter.
The second prize of $2,000 donated by RSASA went to Tom Keukenmeester
for “Rodney Adler and the World Changed” oil, 60 x 60 cm.
The $1,000 Sculpture Award (RSASA & Wakefield Press) was won by
Michael Smerd for “Rock’n’Roll, Keith Richards” fired clay, 40 x 23 cm.
The $500 Derivan Art Supplies Voucher was won by last year’s first prize
winner, Daryl Austin, with his work “Adelaide” 2016, oil on panel,
50 x 40 cm.
Elite Framing $500 prize was won by Margaret Walsh with her photograph,
“I can see”, 64 x 99 cm.
Congratulations to the following RSASA members who were finalists in this year’s

Youth winner Ellie Noir with
Bouquet 2

prize – Hugh Adamson (2), Iroda Adil (2), Cheryl Bridgart, Mark Chiles, Philip David (2), Suzie Fewell, Tsering Hannaford,
Michael Hocking, Marilyn Jacobs, Ivan Jose, John Lacey, Heather Lorenzon, Penny MacLaren, Andrea Malone, Liza Merkalova
(2), Pauline Miller, Peter Noble, Natasha Nydegger, Haley O’Shea, Gerhard Ritter, Oliver Shepherd, Michael Smerd, Cathi Steer,
Edward Vincent, Peter Westerhoff, Paul Whitehead (2), Stefan Zarebski, Wen Zhao (2).
Photos by Sandra Earle-Russo

Heather Lorenzon and Cedric Varco with
their Cedric Varco Creative Fusion

Sheila Whittam and Philip David

Cheryl Bridgart with
Independent Spirit
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LEGACY OF IMAGES
A Unique Insight
This exhibition, held during History month, showcased the
work of eight fellow members; Malcolm Carbins
(1921 – 2002), June Colligan (1934 – 2002), Hilda Fehring
(1918 – 2013), Nancy Gemmell OAM (1917 – 2013) Hon Life
Member 1993, Gordon Mart (1920 – 2016) Hon Life
Member 1994, June Molan (1935 – 2015) Hon Life Member
2012, Durham Rayner (1926 – 2015) Hon Life Member 1997
and Walter Wotzke (1917 – 1996) Hon Life Member 1993.

Self-portrait. Oil on board.
Durham Rayner
All these artists were senior FRSASA members who
provided many years of dedication to the RSASA.
Illawong, Nimboya. Oil on linen.
Malcolm Carbins

Native Flowers. Oil on canvas.
June Colligan

The exhibition took at least eighteen months to plan.
The curators liaised with the families of the artists to
showcase those favourite works that artists could not
part with and those works left behind unsold. As such,
it provides a unique insight into the range of work of
these wonderful artists.

Bell Tower. Oil on canvas.
Hilda Fehrig
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LEGACY OF IMAGES
June Molan and Gordon Mart were stalwarts of the Friday
Morning Sketch Group, and Gordon served a term as vicepresident. He was actively involved in the work of the
RSASA e.g. as a hanger and in the construction of plinths
for the display of ceramics.
June Colligan served on the selection committee
and Council.

Abandoned Cottage Watercolour.
Walter Wotzke

Self-portrait Oil on Masonite. 1942.
Nancy Gemmell
Nancy Gemmel documented RSASA history, especially
in Kalori, much of which would have otherwise been lost.
She was widely admired for her knowledge of the South
Australian art scene.

Horsnell Gully. Oil on board.
June Molan

Durham Rayner, RSASA Councillor, is remembered for his
bold imagery and his original Christmas cards.
Malcolm Carbins, RSASA Councillor, is remembered for
his remarkable dedication to the RSASA, as one of the
founders of Kalori, the way he shared his knowledge with
others and the artworks he left to the RSASA.
Walter Wotzke, RSASA Councillor, is remembered for his
generous input into the arts community, for his enormous
effort in saving the Hahndorf Academy and his work in
nature conservation.
Hilda Fehring had a passion for the Australian countryside,
still life and overseas travel. Her son Brad has donated
many of her artworks to the RSASA.

Study in Red and Blue. Oil on canvas. 1991.
Gordon Mart
Condensed from the introduction to the exhibition, written
by Bev Bills
Photos by Doris Unger
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MEMBER NEWS
Andrew received his OAM for Services to Visual Arts and
Community History. Andrew, who is a former RSASA
president, inherited an organisation “somewhat fractured
and with declining membership” and was instrumental in
developing the RSASA into “a more cohesive and stronger
organisation(1).” He began his involvement with the arts in
children’s theatre very early in life and later developed an
all-consuming passion for the visual arts, beginning with
wood-carving. He works in sculpture and stained glass as
well as painting and drawing.
Jack Condous FRSASA, OAM
Photo by John Hemmings

Both of these men have achieved very much more than
we have room to cover, and we congratulate them both.
1. “A Visual History Vol 1” by Adam Dutkiewicz pp 339 & 253

Congratulations to Jack Condous FRSASA and Andrew
Steiner FRSASA who were both awarded OAMs in the
recent Queen’s Birthday Honours.
Jack received his for services to Visual Arts and Education,
specially for his work as President of the Friends of the SA
School of Art, of which he was recently made an honorary
life member. Jack has had a long and successful career in
education, culminating in being appointed Inspector for
Art in 1971. He is a former RSASA Council member, a
deputy vice-president and is the RSASA marketing
executive. He also played an instrumental role in obtaining
funding for and organising the two most recent RSASA
Portrait Prizes. Jack began his artistic career in ceramics
and then moved into digitally enhanced photography.

Andrew Steiner FRSASA, OAM
Photo by Laurence Castle

Congratulations to John Lacey FRSASA for his first
prize in the Goolwa Art and Photographic Exhibition
2017. (Iceberg in Light, 61 x 45 cm, oil, 2017, photo by
John Lacey).
This Acquisitive prize is sponsored by the Alexandrina
Council and his winning work will form part of their
collection. For the first twelve months, it will adorn a wall
of the Mayor’s office.
This is the third time that John has won first prize. The
Council’s collection is sometimes put on public display and
this particular work was hung at the Old Police Station
Gallery Goolwa during July.
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MEMBER NEWS

Magpie’s fortune, baroque black freshwater
pearls, sterling silver, 15 cm x 19 cm
On November 2016, the Lord Mayor of the City of Adelaide,
Martin Haese, hosted the RSASA at a Mayoral reception to
celebrate both the 150th Anniversary of the Adelaide Town
Hall and the 160th Anniversary of the RSASA.
At this special gathering of invited guests, Leonard Olijnyk,
professional photographer (above right), donated a
wonderful historical photograph of the city through the
RSASA Council to the Adelaide Town Hall. The Lord Mayor
received this gift which now has permanent pride of place
outside the Green Room (2nd floor) of the Adelaide Town
Hall. Framing was generously donated by Pimlott Framing.
This work can be viewed by the general public during
opening hours at the Adelaide Town Hall.
Photo by John Hemmings

Jack Condous FRSASA

Congratulations to Olivia Dryden who has been awarded
an inaugural Helpmann Academy Fellowship, supported
by the James and Diana Ramsey Foundation and valued at
up to $20,000.
Olivia will spend ten weeks in London networking,
attending the Flux Jewellery School and attending courses
at a specialist taxidermy studio in Soho. She will have her
first international solo exhibition at Brick Lane Gallery
in London.
During her time there, she will immerse herself in the rich
local history and art, primarily from the Georgian and
Victorian periods, which have greatly influenced her work.
This is to be followed by a two week trip to Italy to absorb
the culture and art there. This will include exploring her
theme of death, in the Catacombs of Rome.
Photos by Jasmin van der Byl.

Lyn Robins with Vikki Waller at the opening
of the 2017 RSASA winter exhibition.
Photo Bev Bills
Congratulations to Lyn Robins for her recent awards;
People’s Choice at Goolwa Rotary, Hangers’ Pick at Glenside
Lions and People’s Choice at Campbelltown Rotary.

African violet flower and pearls studs, sterling
silver and freshwater pearls 6.3 cm x 2.7 cm by
Olivia Dryden
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VOLUNTEER NEWS
Introducing Tracey Ostigh
Tracey has been on the
RSASA Exhibitions
Committee since 2015,
under the chairmanship
of Pip Fletcher, and has
now, since the beginning of
April this year, willingly
taken over the position of
Chair, for which we say
thank you. Tracey was encouraged to become an RSASA
Member in June 2015 by her two friends, Roswitha
Christin and Barbara Dunn, and to also join the exhibitions
committee with them.
Tracey joined as a student member while undertaking
Certificate 3 in Visual Arts (Painting & Drawing), which she
has now completed, at Marden Senior College. Tracey has
an interest in all Visual Arts. She is also involved in the
organising of the Seniors’ Art and Craft

Exhibition for Every Generation Festival, held at the
Christies Beach High School each year, and is Treasurer
of Celebrate Seniors City of Onkaparinga Committee Inc.
Since October 2014, Tracey has also been a member of
the Spectrum Art Group at Morphett Vale.
As Chair of the Exhibitions Committee, Tracey brings with
her vast experience in the hospitality industry, and is
responsible for the wonderful array of delicious foods that
we have been tasting at our exhibition openings of late.
Tracey as Chair is overseeing not only Members’
Exhibitions, making sure we have interesting titles, and
that all goes well with each opening with her band of
dedicated helpers, but she is also looking to take on other
roles in staging our exhibitions. This is a dedicated role
with at least twelve exhibitions each year. Thanks Tracey,
we appreciate you taking on these roles.
Photo by Bev Bills

Bev Bills FRSASA & Barbara Dunn

Thanking Pip Fletcher FRSASA

years as co-ordinator of the Exhibitions Committee.
She always provided tasty scones and out of this world
Pip is a person not only with cheeses for the exhibition openings.
ideas but is instrumental
She also started the Solar Art Prize, ”Caring for our Planet,”
in bringing them about.
in 2010 and is in the process of organising her eighth.
She has given the RSASA
While not an official RSASA event, this annual exhibition
much dedicated service.
with prizes of over $32,000 is held in the RSASA gallery.
Immediately upon joining
I am sure that you will have no trouble in seeing why Pip
the RSASA in 1998, she
joined a committee looking was awarded honorary life membership in 2006.
Reference: “A Visual History Vol 1” by Adam Dutkiewicz p415
at the problem of falling
Photos by David Baker and Bev Bills
Suzie Fewell
membership. She also
assisted in the move back to the Institute Building, had
the idea of an art prize to celebrate the 150th anniversary
of the RSASA which came about with the assistance of
the then President, Bev Bills, and she organised the
accompanying professionally produced coloured brochure
“The South Australian Story”.
She also started the Summer Schools and ran them from
2011 until 2013 and again just recently. She started portrait
demonstrations while the RSASA showed the Doug Moran
National Portrait Prize, came up with the idea of members
CV folders, instigated and runs the exhibitions at the
satellite venue of The Rising Sun in Kensington, and spent

Pip with Bob Landt at the Solar Art Prize, 2016
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VOLUNTEER NEWS
Introducing Jenny Gregson
Jenny is the
Kalori Committee
member responsible
for the design and
layout of the
magazine. I can
still remember her
dismayed look when
I showed her my
initial thoughts on a
new design!
She has made a multitude of changes to the design
ensuring consistency in colour, heading, paragraph and
caption styles, and made choices for ease of reading in
both the printed form and as a pdf.
For each issue, she inputs the text into Publisher,
massages articles into the available space, and chooses
and arranges photos to balance on the page. All the
while, she needs to be aware of the need to minimise
the size of the final pdf version. She crops, reduces dpi
and compresses pictures, and reviews in Publisher to
remove all extraneous material.

and concurrently studying towards an Advertising and
Graphic Arts Certificate at Croydon Park TAFE.
She then set up a screen-printing workshop as part
of the “arts-led revitalisation of Hindley Street” in the
1990s. She also taught screen-printing to adults,
indigenous groups and to children.
A diagnosis of cancer in 2000 basically led to her losing
ten years of her life in treatment and its side-effects.
The outcome though, was wonderful, leading to great
career satisfaction. She gave up screen-printing and
started painting in watercolours and teaching drawing,
for which she has a natural affinity. She loves teaching
and finds it very rewarding.
Her first love is for coloured pencil, and she also works
in pastels, or watercolour with coloured pencil overlay.
She describes herself as “semi-retired”, working in the
mornings and concentrating on music and “goofing off”
in the afternoons.
Jenny is also an accomplished singer/songwriter and
plays the guitar in the duo “Wavelength” with her
partner, Bruce Wetherall, on mandolin.
Thanks Jenny.
Photos by Jenny Gregson

Suzie Fewell

All of this work may not be obvious to many, but it
reveals itself in the professional look, consistency,
neatness and ease of reading of the finished magazine.
After the initial shock of us both having to learn
Publisher and Faststone Image Viewer and for our
processes to be worked out, she has now started
writing articles as well.
Jenny has a varied background in the art world.
She completed an Art and Craft Certificate at North
Adelaide TAFE majoring in print making, and did a twoyear industry traineeship in textile printing. She also
spent many years working in the graphic arts industry

Glass Blue Days, 2007, Pastel, 32cm x 54cm

Artists often use tricks to create impact.
Think of how Turner often made last minute changes to his paintings after they had been hung,
to heighten contrast in his works so that they would attract relative to other pictures in the exhibition.
Do not, however, try this at RSASA.
Wet paint is grounds for exclusion.
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Introduction to digital art

DIGITAL ART
use in conjunction with our own photos to make what we
will. Packages used include Photoshop, On One software,
Filter Forge, and Topaz Labs products. Through these
groups I have been privileged to be accepted as a creative
team member of two Digital Scrapbooking sites. I receive
kits and create images from them and add them to the
various social media sites – Pinterest, Facebook,
Instagram etc.
The group is made up of so many talented people from
across the world. A specific Australian and New Zealand
group has branched off. I recently spent five days in
Melbourne having our first face to face get together.
Each month a magazine is created for artists to have their
work presented across the world.

Docked

I visited a Melbourne business which expertly transferred
digital images onto aluminium with a range of finishes and
shapes. I was very impressed with the final products.
Text and Digital images by Trish Hoskin FRSASA

Having originally started out using watercolour and pastel,
I was looking for something different, but did not yet know
what it was. I drifted into photography, enjoying the
Immediacy of mixing floral and landscape with old
children’s pictures thrown in.
Many a tutorial was looked at and many a website
searched before I found what I was looking for.
I purchased a package called “5 Day Deal” which
included many eBooks, videos and tutorials from
a number of American artists. I put it aside for a few
weeks, and then came back to it, skimming through the
offers. I happened to open one called PhotoArtistry
by Sebastian Michaels. Upon opening the page – an
image just made me gasp. I knew that I had found what
I had been looking for!

NOTE: Or you could print your own digital images onto
aluminium, as Simon Waters FRSASA does (ed).
Links to a couple of the magazines are:
http://bit.ly/2qsbDl1
http://bit.ly/2qsbDl1
http://thephotoartisticlife.com/

The course takes you through various tutorial and
videos. It also includes links to the group’s Facebook page.
This has been the most amazingly interesting and
cohesively friendly group that anyone could wish for.
From PhotoArtistry, you can apply to be a member of the
Advanced Group called “Awake” which I have been
a member of since June 2015. The most advanced group
with limited access is called Kaizen.
Each month we are given images, ephemera and digital kits
from many wonderful English and American artists to

China Town
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PORTRAIT PRIZE
The opening of the RSASA/SALA Kennedy Arts
Foundation Portrait Prize on 30 July was very well
attended, with great music, company, food and wine,
as well as the 70 finalist portraits to view and discuss.
The exhibition was opened by Hon. John Hill, Chair of
the SALA Board. Chris Orchard, who spoke on behalf of
his fellow judges, Rebecca Evans and Paul Greenaway,
reminded us all that no matter what people say,
judging is very subjective. Thanks to the Portrait Prize
Planning Committee and the Exhibitions Committee for
all of their hard work.
But this is only the beginning of what Jack Condous
has described as “a more exciting world”. The
demonstration program is open to the public and is
free this year owing to the success of the Portrait
Prize Launch Party. Sitters include the following
distinguished persons – Robert Kennedy, Tony Rossi,
Mel Mansell, Vili Milisits, Gavin Wangeneen, Sandy
Verschoor, Francis Bedford MP, Jenny Hurley, Lady
Mayoress Genevieve Theseira-Haese and Rossanna
Mangiarelli. Each subject will be painted by four or
more RSASA artists and the subject will choose one of
the works to take home as a gift. Check at the desk for
a catalogue or the PDF sent to members for times and
dates and book to avoid disappointment.
Photos by Sandra Earle-Russo

Philip David, Barbara Dunn and David Braun

James Bruce and John Marshman

Liana Hughes with Penny MacLaren’s portrait
of Liana, Free Spirit (top)

Hugh Adamson and Leon Hastwell with Hugh’s portrait
Determination - Leon Hastwell
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RSASA EVENTS
RSASA’s winter exhibition, “Wet, Wild and Woolly”
(11 June – 2 July) was opened by Mark Keppell, who
is both a senior hydrologist in the Department of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources, and an
artist. The following words synthesise his two passions
and are quoted directly from his speech.
“Art describes, elevates, and lends cultural import to
those things that make our world thrive. Art, at its
best, can simply and elegantly present an argument
that can crystalize an essential truth.” He said that this
skill is sometimes lacking in the scientific community.
Congratulations to Adam Opala, Leonid Olinjnyk,
Christine Sinclair, Amanda Hassett (2), Olivia Dryden
and our speaker, Mark Keppell, who all won
Awards of Merit.
Photos by Bev Bills

Adam Opala with his Merit Award winning work,
“Woolly Cap”

Victor Zhang (right) and Acting Chinese ConsulGeneral Mr Yuncai Mei at the opening of Victor’s

Mark Keppell with his Merit Award winning work,
“Girl at a Winter’s Beach”

Steve Smart and Tracey Ostigh helped in the kitchen

Detail of Victor Zhang’s portrait “Irena”

exhibition (16 April -7 May). Photos by David Baker
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RSASA EVENTS

The exhibition “Winter at The Rising Sun”, from
30th May to 17 July featured the work of Fellow
Members Bob Landt, David Braun, Edward Vincent,
Cynthia Dowler and Fiona Dowler.
Photos by David Baker

Scenes from the opening of the “Legacy of Images”
exhibition, 21 May to 4 June.
Above: Rosemary Molan and family with
artworks by June Molan.
Below: Jim Colligan with his granddaughter.

Stephanie Schrapel, Allan Gaekwad and Barbara Dunn at
the opening of the Rising Sun exhibition

The “Legacy of Images” exhibition at RSASA was
opened on 21 May by Dr Adam Dutkiewicz, below.
It showcased the work of seven now deceased
RSASA Fellows.

Photos by Bev Bills and David Baker
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RSASA EVENTS

The Lady Mayoress, Genevieve Theseira-Haese, held a morning tea on 21 July in the recently refurbished Queen Adelaide Room
at the Town Hall, to showcase the portrait demonstration program by RSASA artists to be held in conjunction with the third
Biennial Portrait Prize. The Lady Mayoress, Genevieve Theseira-Haese, Pamela Karran and Jack Condous , left,
and Robert Kennedy, right, principal sponsor. Photos by Bev Bills.

A big thankyou to our sponsors
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